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Executive Director’s Report
DA R R E L L C R A B B E
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

I RECENTLY HAD a member call to
question why the SWF was doing the
work that the Government should be
responsible for. I think that is a very
good question that should be of interest
to our readers.
Although the concerns raised by this
member were based on one program
(CWD) it actually is a great deal more
encompassing than one program or
initiative and has been a fact of life for
the SWF for many years.
In order to provide a comprehensive
answer, I have to go back in history to
describe a series of events that led to the
present system we operate within.
In 1930 the then Dominion of Canada,
implemented the Natural Resources
Transfer Act (NRTA) agreements for
Saskatchewan and Alberta. Other
Canadian jurisdictions were included
prior to or at later dates.
The premise of the Agreements was
to convert the responsibility for the
management of the natural resources of
the Province from Federal to Provincial
jurisdiction. This responsibility is
commonly referred to as the Public
Trust Doctrine (PTD) that “provides that
public trust lands, waters and living
resources are held by government in
trust for the benefit of all the people and
establishes the right of the public to fully
enjoy those resources for a wide variety
of recognized public uses.”
The PTD is also the cornerstone of the
North American Wildlife Management
Model that is the basis for all wildlife
management we enjoy today.
Over time many jurisdictions came
to the realization that although the
inherent responsibility of the NRTA
and PTD required the “State” to provide
legislation, regulations, enforcement and
compliance on behalf of their residents,
it didn’t exclude the engagement of NonGovernment Organizations (NGOs) to
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partner in program delivery. A great
example of this would be the agreement
the Province has with Saskatchewan
Association of Firearm Educators
(SAFE) to deliver the provincial hunter
safety training course.
There are obvious benefits that
come with engaging the grass root
stakeholders in management including
potential cost savings usually realized
in the private sector and a reduction
in duplication of services, but also an
NGO’s ability to leverage other funding
opportunities that are not available to
Governments.
Although this style of Government
– NGO partnering has and continues
to be the accepted practice in the USA,
it is quickly becoming the norm here
in Canada. The SWF actually has been
in the game for many years. A few
examples would be our:
•
Land Securement Agreement
(Over 40 Years)
•
Outdoor Education Agreement
(Over 15 Years)
•
Fisheries
Enhancement
Agreement (Over 10 Years)
•
Administration
of
the
Provincial Fish Hatchery (5 Years)
•
Administration of the 166,000
acres of Fish and Wildlife Development
Fund Lands (3 years)
There are many programs including
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CWD, Aquatic Invasive Species etc. that
we play an active role in the delivery of
to name a few.
I know that the opposing arguments
are that because we provide these
services we’re taking the government
off the hook for their responsibility, or
that being in these agreements makes
us dependant on the Government
and forces us to be less critical in our
advocacy role.
To those arguments, I would reply
that in light of the pressures our wildlife
resources are under the NRTA is more
relevant today than it was when it was
presented as a game changer 90 years
ago. Also, if you ask our neighbours to
the south, it is not that the NGO becomes
dependant on the Government – it is that
the Government becomes dependant
on the stakeholder organizations that
provide those services. Not surprisingly,
that’s the same relationship our
Governments should have with their
citizens.
Unfortunately, there is another
memorial notice in this issue for a good
friend Tom Thul who was an icon of
angling and hunting in the Moose Jaw
area. Tom truly walked the walk and
talked the talk. He will be missed but not
forgotten.
Hope you had a successful season in
the field. See you on the ice!
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ST ANNUAL SWF
CONVENTION

HOSTED BY WEYBURN WILDLIFE FEDERATION

CUGNET CENTRE,WEYBURN

FEB 20 - 22, 2020
REGISTERATION
INFO INSIDE!
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91st Annual Convention

Weyburn, Saskatchewan ~ February 20 to 22, 2019

REGISTRATION FORM
REGISTRATION FEES
TYPE

DETAILS

EARLY BIRD
(before Jan. 15)

REGULAR

(after Jan. 15)

3-Day Registration

Includes Thursday evening banquet, Friday and
Saturday lunch and evening banquet

$295

$320

2-Day Registration

Thursday/Friday (includes lunch & banquet)

$165
$200

$185
$220

1-Day Registration

Thursday

$90
$100

$100
$110

Spousal Package

3 evening banquets

Guests or non-registered delegates

Lunch

$30

Banquet

$50

Friday/Saturday (includes lunch & banquet)
Friday or Saturday

$150

NEW DELEGATES REGISTRATIONS
REGION: __________ BRANCH: _________________________________________________________
NAMES

MEMBERSHIP NUMBER

REGISTRATION FEE

TOTAL A:
ADDITIONAL MEAL TICKETS & SPOUSAL PACKAGES (must be ordered before noon on the day prior)
NAMES

MEAL TICKETS
REQUIRED

FEE

TOTAL B:
PAYMENT: Total A + B = __________________________________________ (enclosed with cheque)
NEW DELEGATE LUNCHEON

The following are new delegates and will attend the New Delegate Luncheon on Thursday at 11:15am:

Mail registration & cheque payment to: Weyburn Wildlife Federation, Box 612, Weyburn, S4H 2K7
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91st Annual Convention
Hosted By: Weyburn Wildlife Federation

February 20-22, 2020
Cugnet Centre - Weyburn Comprehensive
Host Hotel:
Ramada Inn & Suites, 1420 Sims Ave. S.W., Weyburn
Other Hotels:
Canalta Hotel, 1369 Sims Ave. N.W., Weyburn, 1-306-842-8000
Microtel Inns & Suites, 88 Grace St., Weyburn, 1-306-842-5700
Travelodge Hotel, 53 Government Rd., S., Weyburn, 1-306-842-1411
Perfect Inns & Suites, 238 Simms Ave., 1-800-354-2445 or 1-306-842-2691
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Youth Spotlight:
Our First Taste Of The Prairies

On June 8, 2019 we gazed out of
the window on the plane at the flat
ground that we would soon call home.
Farms and prairies as far as the eye
can see – and in Saskatchewan, that’s
a long way!
As we flew over this beautiful
landscape, we pondered with each
other what conservation means to us
and what our journey here would look
like. We were two of 12 youth selected
from across Canada to be a part of
the Canadian Conservation Corps; a
federally funded program connecting
youth to conservation. Before going
to our placement, we realized we
had a lot of preconceived ideas about
what Saskatchewan was and how
conservation should be performed. I
mean, isn’t conservation all kumbaya
and tree hugging? And Saskatchewan
is just flat ground and farming, right?
We
wondered
whether
our
views would align with that of the
Saskatchewan Wildlife Federation.
And while it’s safe to say there was
some culture shock, us two vegetarians
learned a lot about hunting and
how it is an extremely valuable
conservation approach. During our
6 SASKATCHEWAN WILDLIFE FEDERATION

BY KIRSTEN WALLS &
V E RO N I C A M C K E LV E Y

stay here, we spent a lot of time with
hunters and anglers while doing
work alongside University of Regina
researchers studying the impacts of
catch and release and invasive species
on freshwater fish. We worked at a
conservation camp geared towards
educating young soon to be hunters
about the environment. Through these
experiences we learned that hunting
and angling are a revenue source for
a large portion of conservation efforts,
and also mitigate overpopulation
of certain species. Our views of
conservation were broadened as we
gained new perspectives through our
experiences here.
Before our stay, we thought
Saskatchewan was the place where
you could see everything you needed
just by staying on the TransCanada
highway. Prairies, fields, and wheat
this is all that Saskatchewan is right?
The average person might believe
this and just drive straight through
NOVEMBER / DECEMBER 2019

to the mountains without giving Sask
a second thought, but they are so
wrong. Saskatchewan is filled with
diverse landscapes from windblown
sand dunes in Douglas Provincial
Park, to colossal buttes which cast
bold silhouettes across the Muddy
Valley, from vast grasslands to dense
Boreal Forests with exposed Canadian
Shield; Sask has it all. We had the
opportunity to visit these incredible
places and discover how beautiful the
province really is. We took advantage
of our short three months here to
experience as much as we can. Thank
you, Saskatchewan, and thank you to
the Saskatchewan Wildlife Federation!
We will be back!

Conservation Camp
Update

A weeklong adventure filled with
axe throwing, fire building and making
friends that will last a life-time! This
is just some of the amazing activities
that the youth across Saskatchewan
had the opportunity to experience this
summer. With good weather and high
spirits our first camp commenced July
20th with 22 enthusiastic girls ready
to take on all things outdoors! They
were quick to learn many new skills
such as knot tying, shelter building,
and canoeing while also building

community during our campfire singalongs. The fun continued from July
27th to Aug 2nd during our second
camp of the summer with 20 boys
built for the outdoors! These young
men could not get enough of fishing,
many of them willing to get up at the
crack of dawn just throw a line in. In
their free time if they weren’t going
fishing off the dock you could find
them doing archery and throwing axes
for hours. We wrapped up the summer
with 21 more adventurous fellas from
NOVEMBER / DECEMBER 2019

Aug 11th to 17th. These boys were
never a dull moment always so filled
with energy and ready to take on the
next task. Their confidence in the
skills they learned shown through as
we tested their skills during our relay,
plant identification walk and end of
week bushman’s challenge. Overall,
this summer was a blast – we had
so many amazing youth from across
Saskatchewan connecting with nature
and learning new skills that they will
have for a lifetime.

SASKATCHEWAN WILDLIFE FEDERATION
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Youth
Conservation
Camp

Developed to offer young people the opportunity to learn and experience in the great
outdoors, the SWF Conservation Camp has been an ongoing success for over 30 years.
AT CAMP, BOYS AND GIRLS AGED 12-15 ARE GIVEN HANDS-ON LEARNING IN A WIDE
RANGE OF OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES INCLUDING:
• Archery,
• Trapping
• Survival Skills
• Map & Compass
• Canoeing
• Wildlife Identification • Camp Cooking
• GPS Use
• Air Rifle Shooting • Plant Identification
• Fisheries Studies • And So Much More
Please note that campers must be sponsored by a SWF branch.
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Murray Doell
Award Winners 2019
MURRAY DOELL WAS a dedicated
conservation officer who lost his
life in the line of duty. Before his
death, Doell instilled his passion for
protecting wildlife in everything he
accomplished; from cracking a largescale trafficking ring to being an
undercover officer. As an instructor in
Renewable Resources at the Northern
Institute of Technology Doell was
able to transfer his passion, skills,

and interests to the next generation
of
conservation
officers
before
his life was taken in a helicopter
accident in 1990. Every year one youth
from each Saskatchewan Wildlife
Federation Outdoor Conservation
Camp is selected to be the recipient
of the Murray Doell Award. These
individuals must embody the values
of the late conservation officer by
showcasing a strong conservation

ethic, outstanding leadership and
a true passion for the outdoors. It is
difficult choosing just one individual
from each camp that will receive this
award, as every camper brings their
own passion, skills and interests to the
table. However, we believe that Emily
Kapeller, Bohdan Booth, and Chet
Saretzky were the most deserving
of this prestigious award as they are
exemplar campers and role models.

EMILY KAPELLER – TISDALE:
It took a few days for Emily to come out of
her shell but when she did, she was a force
to be reckoned with. Emily was excited to
participate in the activities and was always
encouraging others with her competitive
spirit. Her leadership qualities allowed
her to teach others valuable skills and

ensured every task she performed was
completed with outstanding quality.
Whether arm deep in skinning a bear or
starting a fire with flint and steel, there
is no doubt her passion will encourage
others to love the outdoors just like she
does.

BOHDAN BOOTH – WITCHEKEN:
Bodhan was a friendly face and was a
role model for all the kids at camp. His
leadership style is to lead by example
and that’s exactly what he did; he was
always asking people if they needed
help and putting others before himself.

His positive attitude and interest
toward the activities was infectious for
the other campers. You could always
find Bodhan at the Archery range in
his free time having fun and hitting the
bullseye.

CHET SARETZKY – BRUNO:
Chet was a mature and thoughtful
young man; always willing to lend a
helping hand and listen to instruction
when needed. His upbeat spirit and
witty attitude influenced the group in a
positive way, always able to make others
laugh when they needed it the most. In
stressful situations we could always
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count on Chet to keep a level head,
allowing him to be a perfect role model to
other kids. Chet was always determined
to learn new things and excited to teach,
this was reflected in his passion for
plant identification. If you need to know
anything about wild plantain, Chet’s
your guy!

Dianne’s Land

A CAIRN CONSTRUCTED by the
Saskatchewan Wildlife Federation sits
on 160 acres of land Dianne Yaroshko
donated to the Saskatchewan Wildlife
Federation’s Habitat Trust Fund in
2017.
Dianne was an active member of the
Biggar Branch of the Saskatchewan
Wildlife Federation for many years. She
was instrumental in the catering of the
Annual Biggar Branch Saskatchewan
Wildlife Fundraiser Awards Night
Banquet and Dance. She also donated
a big game trophy in her husband’s
memory to be awarded in the youth
category. She participated in many
SWF projects over the years, including
the Hanson Buck coin project.
This beautiful parcel of land will
forever be protected so that wildlife
will always have a home in the
community.
NOVEMBER / DECEMBER 2019
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Recreational Firearms Community Update
GILL WHITE
SWF FIREARMS CHAIR

IF YOU BELIEVE that your vote doesn’t matter or won’t count did you realize that in the previous federal election a number
of ridings were determined by very few votes and two were in Saskatchewan?
Electoral district

1st-place candidate

Elmwood—Transcona
Desnethé—Missinippi—Churchill River
Barrie—Springwater—Oro-Medonte
Edmonton Mill Woods
Regina—Lewvan
Hastings—Lennox and Addington
Kitchener—Conestoga
Montmagny—L'Islet—Kamouraska—Rivière-du-Loup
Kootenay—Columbia
Jonquière

As a law-abiding firearm owner, the
single most important thing you can
do to protect your property ownership
rights this election is to VOTE for the
party of your choice that best supports
private ownership of firearms.
Twelve issues as identified by the
Recreational Firearms Community are
as follows:
1. Firearms licensing should not be
under the criminal code. Summary
offenses, not jail sentences for
administrative (paper) offenses.
2. Repeal C-71. An app to check
validity of PAL’s by general public
wishing to transfer firearms should
be investigated. (Consider making
it available but not mandatory).
3. Firearms licenses should be valid
for life, unless the individual
has lost that privilege through a
criminal act. (After all firearms
owners are vetted daily in CPIC)
4. Take the destruction of firearms
clause out of act which would allow
SERM and RCMP etc to donate
guns to Habitat trust or other
worthwhile causes/groups.
5. ATT should be automatic if your
PAL has restricted status.
6. Drop UN Marking provisions
immediately.

MB
SK
ON
AB
SK
ON
ON
QC
BC
QC

2nd-place candidate

Daniel Blaikie
Georgina Jolibois
Alex Nuttall
Amarjeet Sohi
Erin Weir
Mike Bossio
Harold Albrecht
Bernard Généreux
Wayne Stetski
Karine Trudel

7.

Remove prohibited status from
some firearms’
8. Restrict/remove
RCMP
from
the classification process. (Law
enforcers should not be law
makers).
9. Enforce mandatory minimum
sentences for firearm crimes.
10. Law enforcement officers should
be required to take and pass the
RPAL course.
11. Maintain the CFAC Canadian
Firearms Advisory Committee
with members who are firearm
knowledgeable individuals.
12. Implement
the
Simplified
Classification System as adopted
at the CPC policy convention
One of the RFC’s recent initiatives
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Lawrence Toet
Lawrence Joseph
Brian Tamblyn
Tim Uppal
Trent Fraser
Daryl Kramp
Tim Louis
Marie-Josée Normand
David Wilks
Marc Pettersen

Won by
61 votes
71 votes
86 votes
92 votes
132 votes
225 votes
251 votes
272 votes
282 votes
339 votes

included the construction and display
of the billboard shown below, though
actually displaying it may be a challenge
due to third-party advertising rules that
risks triggering a section of the Elections
Act hinging on a number of reporting
and spending requirements during the
election. It is unknown at this time if the
billboard will actually be installed by
the time this article reaches, but we are
doing everything we can to successfully
implement it.
REMEMBER TO VOTE, VOTE,
VOTE, VOTE!!!
As always, I can be contacted at
swffirearmschair@sasktel.net or 306527-7762 should you wish to discuss
any firearms related issues.
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Henry Kelsey
Big Game Records
WARREN HOWSE
CHAIRMAN

THE 2019 HUNTING SEASONS
are drawing to an end, and I am hoping
everyone is having a successful year.
The HK entries in 2018 were down
from 2017, but we expect 2019 to be an
average year with approximately 250
entries into the records book.
Not much has changed as far as rules
to enter a trophy. The trophy has to be
harvested in Saskatchewan, and the
owner must provide their licence details
and sign our fair chase form. The trophy
must meet the minimum net score for
each species. If a broken point or beam
can be put back together perfectly, with

no gaps, it can be measured. Bear skulls
must be completely cleaned off. Trail
cams that send pictures to your PC or
phone are not considered fair chase
with Henry Kelsey or Boone & Crockett,
and all hunting regulations must apply.
We have measurers all across our
province, about 70 in total, who are all
volunteers. We ask that you call them
ahead of time to make the necessary
arrangements to have your trophy
measured. Trophies must be officially
measured by December 31 of that
hunting year to be entered into the
SWF provincial awards. Late entries
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are not eligible for the awards but will
be entered into the records regardless;
this includes trophies harvested in the
late seasons after the deadline. Nonmembers can enter their trophies into
the records at a higher fee. Following is
a list of HK Official Measurers, which
can also be found on the SWF website
at www.swf.sk.ca.
There are about 120 SWF affiliated
clubs across the province; most of them
hosting a trophy scoring night. If you
believe you have a trophy that you want
to enter into the provincial awards, and
your local club’s trophy scoring night
is not prior to December 31st, please
contact an official measurer and have
it measured prior to the December 31st
deadline to make sure it gets entered.
A new Records Book is in the planning
stages, and will include all entries up to
and including the 2019 hunting season.
We will be asking for high quality/high
resolution field photos to be sent in that
we can use in the new records book - no
gut pile, blood, sitting on the animal, or
tongue hanging out; careful placement
of firearm; and background are a few
things to consider when your photo
is being taken. If you have photos you
would like to submit for consideration,
please email them into the SWF Central
Office in Moose Jaw: mheron@swf.
sk.ca. We also have a few record books
in stock from the last printing - if you
would like one, please call Central
Office at 306-692-8812 to purchase one.
The Provincial Awards for the 2019
hunting/fishing seasons will be held
April 25, 2020 at the Horizon Credit
Union Centre in Melville.
Good luck, outdoor enthusiasts.

Saskatchewan Wildlife Federation

Henry Kelsey Official Measurers
REGION 1 (NE SASK):
• Dave Atamanchuk, Humboldt,
(306) 682-1291
• Mark Buller, Waldheim,
(306) 281-2506
• Robert Delorme, Christopher Lake,
(306) 982-3669 (h), (306) 640-8715 (c)
• • Dennis Francais
(Regional Director), Nipawin,
(306) 862-9232
• Ron Johnson, Big River,
(306) 469-5652
Nelson Reddekopp, Warman,
(306) 933-1217
• Brendon Reiter, Middle Lake,
(306) 231-4883
Michael Remenda, Nipawin,
(306) 862-4542
Kent Ringheim, Melfort,
(306) 752-3352 (h), (306) 921-9192 (c)
Jim Tiessen, Prince Albert,
(306) 764-2828
Bruce Wallington, Tisdale,
(306) 873-5462 (h), (306) 873-1873 (c)
• Colin Woods, Creighton,
(306) 688-2005
Region 2 (NW Sask):
Cody Cadrain, Meota,
(306) 441-7556
• • •Albert England, Lloydminster,
(780) 875-2673
Jeff Heck, Battleford,
(306) 441-4394
Larry Mackrell, Battleford,
(306) 445-0006
• • Brian Rehman, Provost, AB
(780) 753-2444 (h), (780) 753-0790 (c)
• • Brett Seidle, Medstead,
(306) 342-4382
Glenn Stewart (Regional Director),
Cut Knife,
(306) 398-2267 (h), (306) 398-7778 (c)
• Jason Toews, Meadow Lake,
(306) 236-1614
Region 3 (E Central Sask):
Reg Closson, Stockholm,
(306) 740-7450
• • Charles Dietz
(Regional Director), Melville,
(306) 728-5193 (h), (306) 730-8964 (c)

• • •Heath Dreger, Yorkton,
(306) 620-8653
• Jeremey Edwards, Hudson Bay,
(306) 865-9193
• Floyd Hendrickson, Margo,
(306) 324-2087
Arnold Holmes, Hudson Bay,
(306) 865-2097
Ralph Holowaty, Foam Lake,
(306) 272-4361 (h), (306) 272-4598 (c)
• Cameron Kirzinger, Leroy,
(306) 287-7655
• • •John Kuzma, Norquay,
(306) 594-2566
• • •Joyce Lorenz, Raymore,
(306) 746-4313 (h), (306) 746-7835 (c)
• • Blair Mitchell, Sturgis,
(306) 547-8857
• Chad Sherman, Fort Qu’Appelle,
(306) 436-7427
• • Ken Somogyi, Melville,
(306) 728-2244 (h), (306) 730-6671 (c)
• • Reg Soyka, Yarbo,
(306) 745-2659 (h), (306) 745-8287 (c)
Scott Soyka, Yarbo
(306) 745-6922 (h), (306) 745-8289 (c)
Region 4 (SE Sask)
Andre Bernuy, Wauchope,
(306) 452-3857(h), (306) 452-7668 (c)
• • Allan Brehaut, Wawota,
(306) 739-2702
• Roger Geremia, Indian Head,
(306) 695-2497
• • • Mike Halirewich
(Regional Director), Estevan,
(306) 421-6197
• • Donald Holinaty, Estevan,
306-421-9782
• • Kelly Kozij, Weyburn,
(306) 842-0565
• • Paul Legrand, Regina,
(306) 949-2443 (h), (306) 570-6457 (c)
• Glenn Loffler, Glenavon,
(306) 429-2188
• Archie Lovelace, Balgonie,
(306) 771-4553
Travis Markoski, Oxbow,
(306) 483-2728
• • • Pat McKenzie, Regina,
(306) 527-5600
NOVEMBER / DECEMBER 2019

•

Joshua Michel, Estevan
(306) 421-9490
• Murray Mosley, Estevan,
(306) 634-3776 (h), (306) 421-3785 (c)
• • Glen Sellsted, Regina,
(306) 550-5011
Region 5 (W Central Sask):
Dave Burnett, Saskatoon,
(306) 384-8079
Glenn Cates, Kyle,
(306) 375-2810
Bentley Coben, Tessier,
(306) 656-4903
• • Brent Gust, Kindersley,
(306) 460-9679
Milo Hanson, Biggar,
(306) 948-9524
• Barry Johnston, Watrous,
(306) 946-8285
• • Alvin Long, Central Butte,
(306) 796-2105 (h), (306) 796-7709 (c)
• John B. McJannet, Davidson,
(306) 567-7015
Hugh Perkins, Outlook,
(306) 867-9108
• • David Pezderic (Regional Director),
Grandora, (306) 227-6847
Region 6 (SW Sask):
• • • Robert Allemand, Shaunavon,
(306) 297-3298 (h), (306) 297-7078 (c)
• • • Bill Deyo, Moose Jaw,
(306) 693-4382
• • Chad Fink (Regional Director),
Assiniboia, (306) 640-8083
• • Allan Hill, Moose Jaw,
(306) 692-1990
• Warren Howse (Chairman),
Avonlea, (306) 868-7403
Greg Illerbrun, Swift Current,
(306) 773-1326
• • Dustin Miller, Leader,
(306) 628-7999
• Ron Schaal, Maple Creek,
(306) 662-4218
Additional Scorer Designations:
• Boone & Crockett Scorers
• Pope & Young
• Longhunter Society
(Note: P&Y will accept entries from
B&C measurers as well)
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RYE & COKE DUCK

SUBMITTED BY BRADEN CHURNEY
Ingredients:
• 6 Duck Breasts
• 1 Can Cola
• 1 oz. Rye Whiskey
• Your Favourite BBQ Sauce
• Smoke Chips
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pluck duck breasts and de-bone.
Marinate in rye and Coke
overnight.
Heat BBQ to high heat, then
seer and smoke duck breast until
medium rare.
Heat oven to 350o.
Place breasts in casserole dish
and pour BBQ sauce over the
breasts.
Mix in, and place dish in oven for
20 minutes. Serve with a side of
asparagus, and pair with a classic
rye and coke.

For more excellent recipes, check out the SACO Cookbook, available
through the Saskatchewan Wildlife Federation Central Office!

Tell It Like It Is...

Last issue, we asked how you felt
about digital vs print copies of the
hunters’ & trappers guide. Here’s
what you have to say:
"I prefer the printed copy of the
Hunter’s and Trapper’s Guide. This
is mainly because when you are out
hunting and you have a question a
lot of the times you are out of cell
service. I think more errors may be
made on boundaries of zones and
possibly even legal dates and animal
gender. I have felt for years that it
is ridiculous to print and overprint
amounts of all the phone books in our
province annually and now even with
the reduced size of the hunting guides
the government decided not to print
them for distribution. Thanks for the
opportunity to express my opinion."
- Dennis L
"Both have a use! Nice to have a copy
in hand, but on your phone it can’t get
lost!"
-James, Moose Jaw.
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